
SET B850: SHOWER ENCLOSURE SQUARE LARGA
HINGE 80X80X195 LEFT CHROME TRANSPARENT
GLASS
COLLECTION LARGA, LARGA SHOWER

PRODUCT CODE: S601-215

Product description

Shower enclosure LARGA has been crafted from durable 6 mm thick tempered glass, ensuring structural stability and safety of
using. The glass is equipped with a protective hydrophobic coating CleanPro, effectively preventing the buildup of limescale and
impurities. This feature facilitates easier maintenance of the shower enclosure, keeping it clean and pristine. The metal hinge flush
with the glass pane on the inside of the shower enclosure has the function of lifting the door, thanks to which the life of the
gaskets is extended. The innovative hinge mechanism allows the door to stop when it opens at an angle of 90°, providing
protection against accidental impacts. Double-sided handles made of high-quality metal have a knurled finish, combining style with
functionality and durability. The shower enclosure is equipped with a functional wall side profile that adjusts to wall unevenness up
to 15 mm. Chrome details with a subtly shiny finish emphasize the modernity and minimalist form of the enclosure. Magnetic
gaskets increase the convenience of use. The high quality of the product is confirmed by a long-term warranty. A wide range of
linear drains and shower trays in various colors and heights is available to be combined with the shower enclosure, which allows for
freedom of configuration. Square corner shower enclosure 195 cm high, with 80 cm wide door and 80 cm wide wall, left version,
with transparent glass.

Technical data

Availability of spare parts (years) yes (min 3 year since finishing the production)
Cleanpro coating yes
Depth 80 cm
Glass colour transparent
Gross weight 56 kg
Height 195 cm
Intended for shower tray yes
Lifting door yes
Magnetic seals yes
Material glass, aluminium
Mounting kit Yes
Net weight 50 kg
Profile colour chrome

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/larga_collection,142.html
http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/larga_shower_enclosures,146.html


Regulation of the wall profile yes
Shower tray included no
Siphon included no
Soft close system no
Surface hinge with glass yes
The possibility of installing a
recessed door with a low shower
tray

yes

Thickness of glass 6 mm
Type of cabin square
Type of hinges leveled hinges
Universal shower left/right no
Warranty 5
Water drainage from the shower
door no

Width 80 cm
EAN code 5901771086284
Product index SZEZ1003721522


